[Guidelines for assessment and management of risks caused by benzene for workers at gas stations].
The European regulations classify gasoline as "carcinogenic agent" because of its content of benzene (> 0.1%). Consequently the preventive and protective actions towards the petrol station attendants prescribe, before all, the elimination of the agent or the reduction of the exposure and the risk to the minimum. Well known are currently a series of preventive measures able to produce appreciable reduction of the risk: reduction of the benzene content of gasoline, vapor recovery systems, self-areas or do-it-yourself, specific procedures for working. Exposure assessment is an essential step in order to establish the need for further preventive measure and to verify their efficacy. The exposure levels to gasoline of the petrol station attendants can be influenced by a variety of factors other than benzene air concentrations and therefore biological monitoring can give some sensible advantage in respect to air monitoring. Dosage of benzene in expired air, in urine, or in blood give a very good estimation of the exposure to benzene but they are not test largely practicable today, because analytical, economical, organizational reasons. Recent studies suggest that the dosage in urine of trans,trans muconic acid (ttMA) or phenil mercapturic acid can be useful biomarkers of recent exposure, even at low levels of exposure such as in filling stations. Exposure conditions to gasoline vapors in filling stations are rapidly changing thanks to some technological innovations and legal restrictions and the exposure levels are much below the occupational air standards, Toxicological and epidemiological data (although not yet conclusive at low doses) suggest to carry out however health and epidemiological surveillance programs for the working population. A program for the health surveillance and biological monitoring is here proposed: a clinical examination, integrated with haematological tests and biological monitoring tests, must be carried out in pre-employment and subsequently repeated yearly in the highest exposure conditions. When the exposure levels should decrease the examinations could be carried out every two years.